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Dear Mr. Nolte,

It has been said that we are all Freudians, nd
it may be difficult to see that interpretation is quite
a special way to treat a dream or a symptom or a slip of
the tongue or a piece of ordinary behavior. Freud’s decision
to interpret dreams was a significant choice among con-
ceivable alternatives, although quite a natural one for him
to make. Our modern minds seem almost required to see
the world through the lens of a distinction embodied in
these pairs of words,

latent manifest
unconscious conscious
essence appearance
core surface
cause effect
invisible visible,

a distinction so ingrained in us tha we are more comfortable
with the dispute between Karl Marx and Oscar Wilde in the
epigraphs at the beginning of the previous newsletter than
with the seemingly paradoxical resolution in the words of
Lao-tse.

And the choice to interpret requires an inclination
to downgrade the manifest in favor of the latent" inter-
pretation is the devaluation of the visible. The manifest
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deam is nothing but a code to be cracked, ebus, a
series of pictog=aphs, of hieroglyphs. It is laconic,
mendacious, and incomplete. Reading Freud’ s own dream
analyses we encounter the invarimble aim of penet=mting
the disguise of the manifest dream in order to =emch the
coe of latent memning. Whmt interests him is rarely what
emches consciousness: this is viewed as supe=ficil.

’is to specify itsFreud tells us,’To interpret dream,
"meaning," to reR!a=e it by something which tkes its
position in the concatenation of ou psychic activities....
(emphsis dded)

The unconscious becomes only that which may be
reached through inte=p=etmtion. Interpretation persuades
us that ’to understand i__s to interpret. ’I

E=ikson uses the occasion of his mnmlysis of
the l=ma Dream to argue for reinstatement of the mnifest
dream ms subject fo serious mttention:

The psychoanalyst, in looking at the surface of
a mental phonomenon, often has to overcome a cer-
tain shyness. So mmny in his field mistake attention
to surface for superficiality, and a concern with
form for lack of depth. But the fmct that we hve
followed Freud into the depths which our eyes had
to become ccustomed to does not permit us, today,
to blink when we look at things in broad daylight.
Like good surveyors, we must be mt home on the
geologicml surface as well s in the descending
shafts. In recent years so called projective tech-
niques...and the observation of children’s ply hmve
clely shown that ny segment of overt behavio
reflects, ms it were, the whole store" one might
sy that psychoanalysis hs given new depth to the
surface, thus building the basis for a more inclusive
general psychology of mn....it hms become matter
of course that any item of human behavior shows m con-
tinuum Of dynmmic meaning, emching from the surface
through many layers of cust to the ’core.’

Isusn Sontg, ’Against Interpretation.’ Miss Sontag,.
concerned principally with the inte=petmtion of =t, goes
on to sy that ’interpretation is the revenge of the intellect
upon the world.’ Without quite ageeing, it is still musing
to consider that the ’wish’ Of the lma Dream it’s motive
force, ws for evenge mginst l=m, Otto, nd: Dr M. Freud’ s
ultimate revenge, of course, was to pove his critics and
ungrateful patients wrong by inventing the it.e.=.pretat.ion
of dreams. ,



In words halfway like those of Lao-tse, Erikson endeavors
(in 1949) to reinstate the visible in the ’concatenation of
our psychic activities.’ Modern-day ego psychology seems
not to have followed him in this; current texts on psycho-
analytic dream interpretation still warn against being mis-
led by the manifest dream and avoid instructing the reader
in understanding it. And while Erikson’s analysis of the
Irma Dream is greatly illuminating, we may wonder how
thoroughly he has surmounted the limits of interpretation
in attempting to puzzle out the meaning of the surface,
what it represents. He uses throughout words like ’stands

and Overt behavior mayfor,’ ’suggests, reflects.’
’reflect’ in a non-dualistic way ’the whole store, but
we still seem required to interpret the overt in order to
divine what the whole store is about. The reference to
children’s play in the quotation from Erikson is a telling
one, for it reflects again the psychoanalytic view that
play is _ind_icaive of something deeper. But there are
alternatives. In her reviews of D.W.Winnicott’s work on
play, the British psychoanalyst Victoria Hamilton shows
that the unrelenting application of interpretation to the
content of play may put an end to play as a creative ac-
tivity. Interpretation channels the potential space that
playing inhabits, preventing play--ruling it out.

Alternatively, the therapist might resist imposing
a latent order on the manifest playing:

All that is not pattern is noise, formlessness
or nonsense, the only possible source of new
patterns....’Organized nonsense is already a
defense, just as organized chaos is a denial
of chaos. The therapist who cannot take this
communication becomes engaged in a futile attempt
to find some organization in the nonsense, as
a result of which the patient leaves the nonsense
area because of hopelessness about communicating...

Miss Hamilton, in a private communication, observes that one
can see the goal of psychoanalysis as learning how to play.
Again this differs from the objective of interpretation; it
does not locate play as outer, meaning as inner. For Erikson
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as fo Feud the visible, the oute=, is t=eted as mate.ial,
as text, nd therefore as discontinuous with the latent.

The eade= may be tempted to sk, Wht is the=e
to do with d=eams except interpret them? One possibility
lies close at hand, in the lma Dream itself. F=eud’s
intep=etation of it, his choice to =eplace the visible
with its cause, was n ct of g=eat dvanta.ge. By doing so
he discove=ed conflicts in his feelings toward Frau Emma,
his wife, and Beue= thmt he my not previously hve =ecog-
nized. But he did not stop the=e. The lna Deam ws in
its way a evelation. It was not simply the embodiment of
a wish to discover, it was n mct of discovery. It was not
only a text to be t=nslated for its hidden instinctual
meaning, it itself was the memning. Feud cknowledged this
in his lette= to Fliess quoted ea=lie" ’the mystery of
d=eams =evealed itself.’ But he chose not to generalize
this potential fo= eveltion in formulating his theory of
d=eams. And this, I think, is a cu=ious thing about the
Irm D=em. For F=eud used it intellectully in a manne=
quite different f=om how he unde=stood it.

Psychoanalytic d=em inte=pretation has changed
in the seventy-nine years since the l=m D=eam, but it has
chmnged least in this egard. Feud’s biogaphe Ernest
Jones efe=s to Freud’s discove=y s ’a pe=fect example of
serendipity’ made ’quite incidentally--one might almost sy
ccidentally.’ Eikson mcknowledges thmt the l=ma Demm
may, in fact, cm=y the histo=ical bu=den of being d=emed
in o=de to be anmlyzed, rand nmlyzed in o=de= to fulfill
very specil fate,’ but the qualification ’very specil’

wa=ns us that this way of using d=emms is not open to eve=yone.
Psychoanalysis does =ecognize what rare called ’special t=ans-
fe=ences.’ (Fo= example, psychoanalysts of diffe=ent schools
Jungian, Adle=ian, and so fo=th, p=ovoke systemmtically

i The ’accidentl’ view of d=eams would hmve suprized
a wide variety of non-occidental peoples who egul=ly sought
and received useful d=em visions--f=om the l=oquois of the
isst century to the medieval Hindu atist who, on the night
before beginning his work, prayed" ’0 thou Lord of all the
Gods, teach me in deams how to cmry out all the work I
have in my mind. Agni Pu=ans, ch. xliii



different patterns of manifest dream; sometimes prolific
dreamers who enter analysis stop remembering their dreams
when they realize how much dreams may mean to their analyst;
once-sluggish dreamers may flood the analytic hour with
dreams to distract the analyst from other matters.) But
these are fringe phenomena in psychoanalysis, of minor in-
terest only. For the most part. dreams just happen to
us, sometimes, an intepre,t hem is the b.est we can do.

I propose that we can learn from the practice of
several non-occidental cultures of which there is record
where the dreamer is instructed in techniques for participa-
ting in his dreams, by entering them--by remembering within
the dreamto do a specified act or think a specified thought
and thus to wake up into the dream as a conscious person
with the feeling of volition. Where the goal of psychoanalytic
dream interpretation is to make the unconscious conscious,
these techniques appear to introduce consciousness into the
unconscious. The dreamer learns to act on, in, and through
his dream, often with the goal of solving a specific problem.
Given Freud’s great discovery that both dream and symptom
are comprnise formations between unconscious wish and un-
conscious defense, learning to enter one’s dreams might be
a useful adjunct to therapy in our culture. It would be,
in a sense, the perfection of Erikson’s project of relating
levels of meaning from deepest core through the manifest
dream and beyond to the rituals and values of society.

For the Senoi people of the Malay Peninsula, according
to the report by Kilton Stewart, learning to enter one’s
dreams is a regular feature of child education. Breakfast
in a Senoi house is like a dream clinic where dreams are
described, interpreted, and suggestions given for solving
the problems they embody; afterwards, the men gather in
the council, report their own dreams and problem dreams from
their families, and understand them with each other’s help.

Almost every Senoi child reports a dream of falling
(or climbing, flying, or traveling) from which he awakes
in terror before resolution is reached, before landing or
arriving. The adult tells him that a falling dream is a won-
derful dream to have and that the next time he has a falling



dream, he will remembe this i__n th__e d=eam, will elax and
enjoy it. ’The falling spi=its love you. They a=e art=ac-
ting you to their land, and you have but to relax and =e-
main asleep in orde to come to grips with them.’ In the
case of everyone in Senoi society, the deam of falling in
re=to= is thus t=ansformed into a dream of flying with volition
and sense of dventure.

The words of the adult evidently include an inte=-
p=etation put in terms of the beliefs and mythology of the
Senoi, but they include more--the suggestion to solve an
unconscious dilemma in its own terns on the manifest d=eam
level with the images of Senoi cultu=e. The d=eame is
encou=aged to follow fearlessly a deam to its =esolution
nd to bing back to waking life something of use o= beauty.
Throughout his life, when he dreams of flying, the Senoi
dreame follows the ule that he should ’aive somewhere,
meet the beings thee, he= their music, see thei designs,
thei dances, nd learn thei useful knowledge.’ The dreamer
is encou=aged to explo=e what we would call his unconscious
for solutions to intapsychic and adaptational conflict in
wys that validate and enrich Senoi culture itself.

The technique of ente=ing dreams is found in
eve=al othe= cultu=es, fo exmmple the technique of
’=ecognizing d=eams’ in Tibetan d=eam yoga, and the
practice of ’setting up dreaming’ that Carlos Cstaned
att=ibutes to the Yaqui Indians. At a lter point in
my activities as a Fellow of the Institute, I’d like to
investigate these techniques further. Mny attractive features
of Senoi d=eam the=apy a=e undoubtedly attributable to the
pa=ticulr qumlities of thei= society; these techniques are
not used in comparable ways in other cultu=al settings o,
it seems, to the same advantage. It would be interesting
to learn how inte=petations a=e made by the Senoi and what
pa=t interpretation plays in ente=ing d=eams; and to assess
whethe= the techniques might be applicable to a culture with
so different a mythology as ours, whe=e deaming is an ac-
tivity so isolated from waking life.

The question of esponsibility fo the contents
of the unconscious is an easy one fo= the Senoi:



If the d=eamer injures the deam images of his fellows
o= efuses to cooperate with them in dreams, he should
go out of his way to express fiendship and cooperation
on wakening, since hostile deam characters can only
use the image of people fo whom his good will is run-
ning low. If the image of a f=iend hu=ts him in a d=eam,
the fiend should be advised of the fact so he can =e-
pair his damaged or negative dem image by friendly
social intercourse.

In ma=ked contrs F=eud, in 1892 befo=e the Imma Dream,
could console his hysterical ptient Elizabeth von R.,
who he believed was suffe=ing fom the somatic consequences
of he= unconscious feelings of love for he= brothel’-in-law,
with the words, we a=e not =esponsible for our feelings.’

But after the discovery of inte=p=etative pathways
to the unconscious, F’eud would change his mind. D=eam
interpretation raised the possibility that modern occidental
man might fo the first time take =esponsibility for his
unconscious. Writing thirty ye=s late= in the essay ’Moal
Responsibility fo the Content of Dreams,’ he decla=ed,
’Obviously one must hold oneself =esponsible for the evil
impulses of one’s d=eams. What else is one to do with them?’
But F=eud’s choice to interpret simultaneously opened, de-
fined, rand the=eby limited a channel between unconscious and
conscious. To =eview the consequences of this choice: the
system of d=eam inte=p=etation that F=eud developed viewed
d=eams as accidentml, requi=ed =eplcement of the visible,
located d=eming as an inne= expe=ience, and defined the un-
conscious as only that which my be inte=preted.

The =esult is sh=p and sca=cely pemmemble
boundm=y between unconscious, imtent, and coe on one
side nd conscious, manifest, and cultu=e on the other.
And it seems in the nature of such boundaries that they
generate pa=adox. It thus seems odd to assert (as P=ofesso=
Finga=ette does) that an unconscious wish cmr=ies the sme
guilt as an ct. In wht sense are we esponsible fo=
wishes that neve= become actions? Should we feel guilty for
wishes in the manifest d=eam only, on the g=ounds thmt they
have evaded ou defenses and thus might someday be c=ied
into action? O= does our =esponsibility extend only to latent
wishes inferable only th=ough interp=etation but close= to
heart.

Perhaps it is the pa=adox of interpretation
that hinde=s the rapprochment of psychoanalysis and law.



These themes will be developed further in future
newsletters. I take leave of them temporarily in my next
communication, however, to report on my research into
psychiatric diagnostic categories.

Regards,

teingaten

Received in New York on October i, 1974.


